Getting to know your Pulse.

- Pod Chamber Control
- Open / Eject Button
- Moodlight Control
- Brightness Slider
- Activation Beam
- Power Port
- Drop Dish
1. Pulse Set-up

Remove the Pulse, the Pulse Pods and place on a firm, level surface. Plug your Pulse Warming Unit into a nearby electrical outlet.

2. Inserting a Pulse Pod

Select a Pulse Pod and remove the cap. Press the Open/Eject Button to open the Pod Chamber Door. Insert Pulse Pod with prongs facing up. Press down on the Pod Chamber Door to close.
3. Heating the Pulse Pods

Press the Power Control to begin warming the Pulse Pod. The pulsing white light indicates the Pod is warming. Warming time is approximately 3-4 minutes. The white light is steady when Pod is ready.

4. Dispensing Lubricant

Slide your fingers through the invisible activation beam and hold for 2 seconds. The Pulse Warmer will deliver a pre-measured portion of warmed lubricant. Lubricant stays warm while white light is steady.
5. Power Control Cues

The Pulse Warming unit has been designed for ease-of-use with various LED lighting cues to communicate to you about certain functions:

- White (pulsing) Lubricant is warming
- White (constant) Lubricant is warmed and ready
- Blue (pulsing) Unit is locked and will not warm or dispense lubricant
- Amber (flashes) Only 1 portion of lubricant remains
- Red (constant) The Pod is empty
- Red (pulsing) Pulse Warmer error

6. Removing the Pulse Pod

Make sure the Power Control light is off. Press the Open/Eject Button. Remove the Pulse Pod. Replace Pod cap or discard if empty.
8. Locking and Unlocking

The Pulse Warming Unit can be locked for safety. To lock, press and hold down the Power Control Button until a blue light flashes. To unlock, press and hold down the Power Control Button until the blue light disappears.*

*Your Pulse will automatically turn off one hour after last use.

7. Mood Light

Moodlight has 6 colors to match your mood. Tap the Mood Light Control to turn on light. Press and hold to find the Mood Light you want. Glide your fingers up or down spine to adjust brightness. Tap the Mood Light Control to turn off.